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Identifying Health System Value Dimensions:

More than Health Gain?
Abstract

Publicly funded health system reforms increasingly require the evaluation of competing programs with multidimensional attributes including both health and non-health outcomes (values). This paper identifies the design and implementation of a methodology that validates health priority setting. The exercise suggests that the proposed mixed methods methodology is suitable for eliciting and validating health system values, and its findings show that pursuing health gain alone does not fully capture the dimensions of health system value. More specifically, we identify a list of health system values (elicited by both potential and actual users) and classify them in terms of process related values (e.g., shorter waiting lists, greater choice etc) and improvements in health system equity in addition to value derived from health gain.
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1. Introduction

Most health systems, but especially publicly funded national health systems, are in constant need of reform to align with health system users’ values, namely latent expectations of health system improvement. However, it is unclear how to keep health service decisions linked with such broader expectations, especially given the multidimensional attributes of health care programs. Clearly defined methodologies are called for, especially in times of spending cuts and increasingly conservative decision-making. However, measuring health system values is challenging and the lack of robust method often obstructs the evaluation of health care policy. The societal reluctance to rely on these valuations has been paramount in the critique against the mainstream approach (health technology assessment) to policymaking and its evaluation. In this paper, we develop a new methodology to evaluate the multiple dimensions of health care programs.

Some scholars claim that in publicly funded health systems, at least at a societal level, there are several dimensions of value above and beyond ‘health gain’ (Olsen, 1997). Even when focusing on health gain alone, there is only so much change we can attribute to the health system (Murray and Frenk, 2000). Even upon accepting the need to target multiple dimensions of benefit, it is not an easy task to decide how best to classify such value dimensions insofar as health care programs within a priority setting process are heterogeneous in terms of dimensions identified (both existing and potential values). In such cases, certain health program dimensions ought to be pitted against other health system goals (e.g., reducing waiting lists matter to avoid individuals moving from publicly funded health systems to the private sector).
This paper lays out the design of a methodology aimed at identifying, categorising and validating health system value dimensions which can then be used to assess the performance of national health systems. In the first instance, we describe an open ended direct focus group revelation method which elicits a list of opportunities for improvements, which were subsequently classified into health system values. We implicitly draw on a multi-attribute utility framework (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993), and then validate a list of value dimensions employing a questionnaire in which participants identify programs expected to attain the value dimensions previously elicited. Our results reveal a number of value dimensions, which we reduced to three using factor analysis techniques. A validation exercise using statistical analysis allows us to test whether participants’ value revelation is consistent with qualitative findings from a focus group exercise.

The next section provides the background, including a perspective. In section three we describe the conceptual framework, followed by the empirical strategy in section four. Section five reports the results and the paper ends with a discussion.

2. Background

2.1 Health System Performance Indicators

The measurement of health system performance has been a big topic of debate particularly following the publication of the WHO health system performance index (Abelson et al, 2007). However, in designing performance measures it is unclear how dimensions of value coincide with peoples’ values.
Some studies, such as Murray and Frenk (2000), provide a specification of health system goals, which is a first step to operationalise a measure of performance. In this paper, we offer an alternative methodology. First, we do not distinguish between ‘instrumental’ and ‘intrinsic’ sources of value, insofar as they both interrelated. Second, an important difference lies in that we validate what ‘health system value’ is perceived to be by the population. Different beneficiaries might place varying weight on different dimensions of value. Hence, such measures of value ought to be related in some way to measures elicited by the population itself. There have been some attempts of this both in the context of developing and developed countries (Costa-Font et al, 2016, Costa-Font et al, 2015). However, previous research focuses on elicitation methodologies rather than on the identification of value dimensions.

As a natural response of western systems governed by elitism, there is growing demand for involving citizens in policy development to ensure that decisions are legitimate, and reflect broad social values. This entails including patients, service users (or ‘consumers’) and the general public when making decisions and aims to ensure that all decisions are informed, transparent and legitimate (Handler et al, 2001; Abelson, 2003). However, typical elicitation experiments lack realism, and often reduce the decision-making question to a handful of programs which do not capture the set of value trade-offs that health systems regularly make. Indeed, some decisions (e.g., investment in prevention rather than medicines) are grounded on specific social values. Hence, the elicitation of health system values could help towards making normative decisions less problematic.
Limited available research has been devoted to designing elicitation instruments and methodologies that do not conflict with prevailing collective decision-making nature of European health systems (Abelson et al, 2007). On a macro-level, elicitation instruments ought to ask communities to express their preferences between alternative health system goals. The challenge, however, is how to assess health systems that are extremely complex, especially when they are collectively funded and pursue multi-dimensional goals.

Franken and Koolman (2013) developed a multi-attribute choice technique to elicit goal valuations using a ‘choice experiment’, which allows the indirect elicitation of health system dimensions. One downside of these methods alongside other stated preference techniques is the so-called ‘hypothetical bias’ (where participants respond differently in hypothetical scenarios as opposed to realistic decision making contexts), given that choice experiment conditions are generally hypothetical, and often not perceived as ‘realistic’. Another potential problem is that individuals often construct their preferences ‘on the spot’, when requested, rather than understanding the consequences of different courses of actions, and hence observed values are likely to be sensitive to the elicitation methods employed to identify values dimensions. The latter can be overcome using a deliberation method (Handler et al, 2001), or alternatively, natural experiments where individuals make judgements on a real decision and are asked to make trade-offs.

2.2 Classifying Health System values
In analysing dimensions of latent expectations of value from health systems, one can use different definitions such as Murray and Frenk (2000). From a value standpoint, it is possible to identify sources of value that refer to the process of health care delivery (‘process utility dimensions’). Hence, it is possible to distinguish health care utility derived from interactions between people and the health system (‘how people are treated by the health system’), and utility (or values) obtained from certain health system institutions (‘how the health system allocates resources and how redistributive decisions are taken’) (Costa-Font, et al 2015).

In addition to process related utility values, equity or distributional values consider that the health system can influence the distribution of health care use, and more widely, health outcomes. Income-related equity dimensions incorporate the idea that individuals might care about how health care reforms influence access to health by those with lower income, or how they affect the economic wellbeing of individuals (e.g., whether individuals become impoverished as a result of co-payments etc). Equity in health care financing has previously been used to rate health systems (Murray et al, 2000). However, in defining equity values, one must make implicit assumptions of a common ideology (Richardson et al, 2007).

3. Data and Methods

3.1 Research Instruments

The goal of this project is to reveal and validate a number of dimensions of (national) health system values to inform policy. This is a difficult endeavour because individuals do not necessarily have a broad and well-defined idea of what they can
expect from the health system. Hence, it appears that deliberative and participatory techniques are required to make sure that individuals understand the meaning of ‘health system value’ reasoning. In participatory exercises, participants can focus on the specific questions under discussion, and identify ‘reasoned values’ (Costa-Font, et al, 2015). Alternative techniques, including survey methods, were considered, but were thought to produce even less reasoned responses (and ratings); however they can be used to indirectly reveal health system values. Another important advantage of deliberative methods for this particular exercise lies in that health system values can be described as ‘holistic’ and not ‘specific to programs’. Hence, often preference elicitation techniques suffer from a ‘hypothetical bias’ (Aadland and Caplan, 2006), where individuals value a standalone program rather than considering the wider knock-on effects on health systems. Among the potential alternative methods considered, focus groups are suitable for identifying a wider list of benefit dimensions. As we describe below, focus groups are not absent from issues themselves, but allow for a considered identification of the different sources of health system value.

3.2 Methods and Design

We describe an experiment to identify and validate a narrow list of health system value dimensions. The elicitation mechanisms employed were group, rather than individual, based, and we used discussions, followed by a questionnaire.

In the first step, we divided participants into eight groups (as explained above) which were purposefully heterogeneous but homogenous enough within to allow for a discussion with equal chance of participation and viewpoints. The goal
was to elicit very precise questions about the health system from a focus group representing a small-scale social group. Participants in different groups were selected following pre-defined socio-demographic characteristics (as defined in Figure A1). In the facilitator’s manual, ethical considerations were discussed in a specific section, and adequate ethical clearance was obtained. Participants signed a consent form and sessions were transcribed after the session, and later, results were coded based on such transcriptions. Importantly, participants were asked not to take a simple user/consumer perspective in participating in the different exercises, but to pretend to be a member of a specialised ‘citizens’ board’ with the aim of voicing opinions to the moderator who followed experiment guidelines. We are aware that data focus group participants generate are unique and requires ample transcription and processing, and hence, are not unbiased\(^1\). Hence, in designing the experiment we attempted to minimise such biases by specifying the moderator should not intervene or take position in the discussion, and focus on steering the discussion including all participants. Given that discussion took place in groups that share some common features, participants were equipped with information-processing information to balance potential differences between groups due to social background and/or education levels.

In the second step, we attempted to validate the value dimensions elicited in the focus group exercise using a questionnaire and the design of a realistic decision making reform at the time of the study. We first gathered expert advice from health care decision planners of the Catalan health service (although the experiment could be based on any collectively funded health system), to design a

\(^{1}\) Examples of such biases include ‘dominant voices’ and ‘moderator biases’ (if moderators inhibit the expression of certain judgments), ‘compositional bias’ if groups are not designed to represent the diversity of the discussion and ‘apprehension biases’ if individuals do not wish to discuss certain issues (Smithson, 2000). All were taken on board in our research design.
number of new potential programs that attained such values. Subsequently, we
designed and implemented a ‘validation exercise’ to review whether participants
were able to reveal previously elicited values from the programs designed and
identify its dimensions. To examine the results of such exercise, we employ data
reduction statistical techniques which reduce the long list of health programs to a
manageable number. The latter qualifies as a ‘validation exercise’ insofar as it
allows us to test whether the dimensions elicited in the focus group coincide with
those individuals identified in the realistic reform exercise.

3.3 Data and participants’ characteristics

The experiments took place in Barcelona between 2000 and 2004, in the
context of an expansive health reform. We expected to undertake a follow up
exercise but this did not happen due to limited funding. Participants were selected
from a wide range of pre-established backgrounds (although grouped later
according to similar group characteristics), given that the purpose here was to
extract as much information as possible without priming considering external
validity beyond the country specific setting. The choice of the different groups
was to ensure some degree of heterogeneity such as high/low skilled young
participants, middle aged individuals with and without children, older age
participants, both high and low income individuals, and one representative from
an interest group, namely a group of trade unionists. Groups were both urban and
non-urban as well as gender balanced. As mentioned, the variety in participant
characteristics means we obtain more dynamic and varied responses, whilst
containing potential ‘apprehension biases ‘resulting from discussing experiences
or thoughts that are perceived to be at the other extreme of that of other
participants (Smithson, 2000). Before the meeting, participants were given a briefing on the nature of the exercise to provide the necessary context.

Groups were composed of eight to fifteen participants, and participants were recruited after a careful segmentation of the population so that each group represented a different socio-economic group in the specific area of the study (Catalonia). Details are found in Table A1 of Appendix II. Recruitment was carried out by experienced social scientists that identified a group that either was already meeting regularly for some other purpose, or that could be called upon from an existing group. As is standard practice, a reference guide was developed and a facilitator’s manual was drawn up. The focus groups discussed general questions which were part of a template the moderator had to follow. These questions include some information the basic organisation of the Catalan health service and health system. We then proceeded to ask at least the three following questions: ‘how do you judge the health system (in general)?’, ‘what in your view does the health systems do very well?’ ‘What are the main problems of the health system in your view?’ These questions led to others depending on the dynamic of the focus group.

We expected every participant to contribute to the discussion with both views and arguments and the moderator guidelines explicitly required the involvement of all participants. Simultaneously, a basic questionnaire of the experiment was prepared and mailed to a single contact person in each group which was filled in by group members (before and during the group), after which all information was then made anonymous and processed. The outcome of
this step was the identification of a long list of both positive and negative values. Importantly, for the discussion session, the concept of a ‘health system value’ was defined in a broad sense as ‘any increase in value resulting from a new health care programme’. The outcomes that every participant revealed were defined as ‘positive’, or ‘negative’, represented by a positive (+) and negative (-) mark respectively. We did not define the value dimensions ourselves but instead recoded the reported information. The raw output of this exercise was a two hour (typed) recorded conversation, which was consequently converted into text and interpreted as a list of health system values.

3.4 Validation Exercise

Once health system values were identified and categorised we proceeded to validate value dimensions using a validation exercise. We first drew upon advice from health system policy makers (working for the Catalan government at the time), to define a number of health system programs, which were expected to attain those values identified in Table A2. Three policy makers were consulted, and asked to independently define a program that would attain at least one of the desired health system values, and that would be ‘realistic enough to consider implementing’ based on their experience in health program design. Advisors were asked to define a precise description of the program, but with the understanding that the list would not be exhaustive although the final list of programs was expected to cover all value dimensions. Policy makers were asked to provide as much information on health care programs as possible, including
its cost (see Figure A1), and were asked to validate the final program list upon collection of the input of all three advisors.

Once the program list was designed, the first exercise of the validation process consisted of a direct rating of health system value dimensions each program would attain. The rating was explained in a visual analogue scale format where the highest and lowest rate could be identified to ensure rating comparability. Sessions lasted about two hours and participants were invited for refreshments and feedback from the first exercise. Before every session, participants were requested to fill in a personal questionnaire, such that socio-demographic information is available for each participant. Participants rated the programs based on the attainment of five value dimensions: Coverage, Accessibility, Quality, Public Health and Social Concerns.

A second exercise was to validate that the public is able to identify a list of value dimensions in programs designed to attain those values, which was a more limited exercise than the one carried out before (as per Figures A2 and A3 in the appendix). Hence, participants were informed of values identified in the original experiment (in Figure A1 in the Appendix), and were asked to associate a number of values to each program. This was done using a participant survey (in order to quantify the qualitative results) drawing on pre-specified cards where every program and values were briefly described. Every program (conveying a health care system improvement) was briefly described to each respondent in separate information cards, randomly.\(^2\) Examples of the description and the cards can be found in Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix.

---

\(^2\) During implementation, researchers made extra effort in explaining what is included in every program, using examples to help conceptualisation
Subsequently, 4 random groups were also asked to rate on a 1 to 7 scale the degree of values from each program. The exercise drew some initial difficulties. To identify each category with their value, we were required to explain what we meant by ‘health system value’. At the same time, we gave examples of possible situations and experiences and allowed participants to comment in order to ensure that they had understood correctly. We then asked to list, in order of preference, the most important values within a health system.

Subsequently, we undertook descriptive statistical analysis of ratings obtained, and reduced the number of health system value dimensions identified in the questionnaire using data reduction techniques. Specifically, we used principal components analysis (PCA) (a data reduction methodology) for the data obtained in the validation stage where each participant associated a health system value to each health program. Specifically, PCA allows for the identification of the principal directions in which the data varies which are linear combinations of the original variables. The main limitation is that since values are computed in terms of rating rather than cardinally, results do not show large sensitivity to value variations, and therefore tends to limit the explanatory power of the regression results (thus results should be interpreted with caution). We therefore identified the values significantly associated to the overall value without computing its implicit value.

4. Results
Upon transcribing the results of the different focus group discussions, we proceeded to describe in a single figure the most important outcomes. Specifically, Figure 1 reports the full list of values identified by the focus groups. The list is organised into five broad groups, with some subcategories. Values with a (+) were regarded as ‘attained health system value’, and those with a (-) were regarded as areas where the health system needs improvement, and hence a health system program could be implemented to address them. The list of values is broad and includes coverage, accessibility, quality, public health social cohesion, process and public health. This list can be interpreted as a transcription which reflects the outcome of the focus group discussion, but one which is not value free. Furthermore, it reports a descriptive non-weighted list of health system values, and hence does not necessarily reflect each dimension’s strength. Thus, although informative, it is deemed as excessively detailed and unmanageable, especially if we are interested in identifying dimension of value to integrate into a wider decision making framework. From this first exercise, it is important to highlight the heterogeneity of value dimensions which include process related benefits, as well as other categories such as public health, quality and equity and social considerations.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

As explained, before moving onto validating such a list, we involved health system policy makers to design programs that fulfilled the list of benefits described in Figure 1. A list of ten programs is described in Table 2A.
Following this, we proceeded to directly validate the values in Figure 2 by examining ratings of different health system values on each program. Figure 2 reports the average ratings of the exercise for each value dimension in each group and indicate that only a handful of benefit dimensions are rated highly. Some groups seemed to place high value on coverage or prevention (group 7) whilst groups 5 and 6 value equity and resource dimensions of value. The list of values included the following dimensions: prevention and health gain, resources and coverage as process gains; and social consideration for access as a form of equity.

[Insert Figure 2 about here]

The first exercise gave rise to a long transcription of discussions, which was carefully scrutinised and compared to the values identified in the second exercise of indirect value elicitation. Some of the comments are worth reproducing as they provide some contextual information. For instance, the difficulties of understanding the above mentioned rating exercise became apparent when we asked participants to reveal scores for each category.

Given that we collected individual information, we were able to run some cross tabulations to check whether any specific individual characteristic were driving the results. We find some evidence that those who ranked coverage as a top priority appeared to be financially constrained themselves, and likely perceived prioritising coverage would increase accessibility to services for themselves. In contrast, those who rated the need to improve certain services

---

3 Although most of them simply gave their scores, a few provided additional feedback.
commented that their answers were motivated by overcrowded public health care services. Those who valued investment in the health system, under what we term ‘resources’, were more likely to argue that without adequate infrastructure and staff, people could not be given services. Also, they thought that prioritizing resources secured greater financial resources for technology, which would ultimately lead to better streamlining, testing and diagnosis, reduce waiting times and generally solve problems faster. Public health was intensively discussed and highly ranked by all. Finally, references to cancer programs and check-ups show significant health gain value dimensions, whereas life styles, bonuses and odontology show a positive coefficient for non-health value dimensions, in particular those dealing with equity values. Results suggest that the types of health programs that are designed in practice, to some extent, are on the whole reflecting the main health system values previously mentioned.

Figure 3 reports the average rating of the questions listed in Figure A2 where individuals ranked different health system programs from 1-10. The ratings have the same score extremes and hence are compatible across programs; however, given the exploratory nature of the exercise we are not interested in the statistical properties of each dimension. Instead, Figure 3 reveals that from the list of health system programs defined, almost every group managed to identify some improvement in almost all the dimensions listed. However, it is remarkable that health gain was highly valued by some but not for all. In contrast, process, equity and quality consistently appear to rank highly even though statistical significance between dimensions is not regarded as the primary goal of this exercise.

[Insert Figure 3 about here]
Finally, Table 1 contains the result of PCA using a varimax rotation where three dimensions account for more than 90% of the variability in factors underpinning an individual’s values ratings. Responses from PCA were recorded on a seven-point scale, 1-7. We use a 0.6 loading factor as the cut-off point to assess whether or not an item is used to construct a factor. The validity indicators displayed acceptable results\(^4\) and the three dimensions were conceptualised as health gain, process utility and equity according to the underlying coefficients.

[Insert Table 1 about here]

This suggests that health system value identification can be revealed by individuals, and that a priori description of health values by decision makers might lead to incomplete dimensions. However, the commonly held view that a handful of value dimensions trump the rest, as elaborated in Murray and Frenk (2000), seems to hold overall when health system value dimensions are elicited, as we report in this paper.

5. Discussion

Health care decision makers are increasingly faced with trade-offs between health care programs that attain an array of health and non–health values. To date, there is limited guidance on how these decisions can be informed but some methodologies can be developed to elicit value dimensions. The identification of the source and values of public health systems is at the core of many health system

\(^4\) Specifically, the determinant=0.0056 and Bartletts’ tests of sphericity =369 (0.017) and a KMO index of 0.56
reforms. Some progress has been made on the discussion of methodologies that assist the prioritisation of different health programs (Wiseman et al, 2003); however, there is limited research on the adequate methodology to assess what programs health systems should incorporate. Importantly, an important feature is that the decision frameworks in such value elicitation methods ought to be ‘realistic’. Arguably, ‘realism’ in the methodological approach is likely to reduce the bias in identifying values, and to engage participants who might otherwise believe that some of the existing techniques are of little use beyond academia (Sacramento Health Care Decisions, 2006). If health system programs are designed to attain or satisfy certain ‘latent’ values (as perceived by users), then the key question is what value dimensions a health system should focus on. This has been the goal of this paper.

This paper reports what we believe to be an operative methodology to identify health system values in a European setting. Additionally, we show an implementable validation exercise to confirm that the exercise is meaningful in such settings. Specifically, we have initially employed a qualitative technique to identify a list of health system values, followed by a quantitative methodology to rate such dimensions and further employ data reduction techniques to validate them using a questionnaire and principal components analysis in a realistic health care reform setting. Given the setting of the study refers to a well-established and publicly funded health system, we believe that our results are generalizable to national health systems generally.
Overall, the findings of the study suggest that both actual and/or potential users of the health system in Catalonia are able to consistently identify a set of heterogeneous health system value dimensions beyond health gain. However, to make the list operational, some of these values dimensions were reduced to a manageable wider category. Non-health gains refer to ‘process’ and ‘social or equity related’ values. Hence, in making health care decisions, policy makers should pay attention to the effect of health care programs on both the process of health care delivery, and the distributional effect of such values. However, the weight that each magnitude ought to receive is specific to the social values in each setting.

One limitation of value elicitation methods such as the one reported here is that distributional values may differ from those revealed under a (theoretical) ‘veil of ignorance’ (where individuals are not aware of their position in society). Hence, the revealed health system values presented here reflect a combination of both ‘experienced’ and ‘expected’ values, and hence might be reflective of the heterogeneity of individual’s experiences and biased by them. Furthermore, another limitation is that this exercise is limited to the identification of a list of values rather than their strengths. Hence, it is complementary to other preference elicitation mechanisms (e.g., choice models) which identify the strength of each benefit at every point in time. One can envisage this exercise as the first stage before choice exercises and implemented to estimate the trade-off between dimensions of value. Furthermore, it is important to note that our study took place long before austerity cuts to the health budget took place. If the same exercise was to be repeated today, it might produce a different value list. Examining how different those dimensions of value score at times of austerity is an empirical
question for further research. Finally, we limit our methodology to purely health system values, however the health system might produce effects outside the health sector and hence those values would not be identified.

6. Conclusion and Implications

Given that health system reform decisions require the identification of a set of health programs entailing (welfare) improvements, one should ultimately find out individual’s valuations of health system value. Otherwise, there is a risk that reform (the subset of health care programs introduced) is not really perceived as improving health system value. The empirical identification of such value dimensions is not a trivial question. This paper draws upon a methodology to both identify and validate such value dimensions in European health systems.

We find that although health care programs do satisfy a long list of values, such values can be reduced to three dimensions (validated using data reduction techniques), namely (i) ‘health gain’, (ii) health care process and finally, (iii) health care equity. These dimensions are consistent with some dimensions identified in the World Health Report (Murray et al, 2000) which proposed three objectives (health, fair financing and responsiveness). However, we find that our participants’ views are broader and include other objectives than those found in the World Health Report. The three dimensions identified indicate that publicly funded health systems ought to combine improving population health with attention to how health care is improved, and who receives such care. Hence, a single goal health policy is unlikely to attain the desired welfare effects. There are at least three implications. First, focusing only on improving health gain will not necessarily capture health system performance fully. Second, health system
performance ought to include measures of health care process which are typically missed in WHO performance exercises, and possibly, other country or cultural specific dimensions of value. This is especially the case when the methodology may not capture differences across countries with different levels of social and economic development. Finally, although we identify three dimensions of value, a further step is to understand the trade-offs made in setting priorities and making health systems choices. That is, identifying the specific weights that different measures of values have in different countries and systems.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1
Health system values classification

Note: This figure shows the value classification resulting from a set of focus groups where participants were asked to elicit the values perceived from the Catalan Health System.

Figure 2. Ratings of health system values by different participant groups

Note: The figure shows the average rating of health system values listed in Table A1. Average ratings to the following question: ‘what do you value from a health system?’ by different groups as defined in Table A1. Specifically, (1) refers to lower middle class retirees, (2) refers to white collar workers, (3) refers to blue collar workers, (4) is made up of middle class rural workers, (5) includes graduate students, (6) refers to higher income community members, (7) refers to trade union affiliates and finally (8) is made up of working class mothers.
Figure 3. Average health system value ratings of each health care programs designed by health policy makers.

Note: The Figure displays on the Y axis the average rank ranging from 1-10, and on the X axis the programs listed which were elicited from values identified in Figures 1 and 2. The full program list can be found in the Appendix in Table A2.

Table 1 Health System dimensions reduction from value ratings (Principal components analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>HEALTH GAIN</th>
<th>PROCESS UTILITY</th>
<th>EQUITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCES</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>-.736</td>
<td>.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUALITY</td>
<td>.861</td>
<td>.223</td>
<td>-.9.289E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVERAGE</td>
<td>-.826</td>
<td>6.835E-02</td>
<td>-.6.171E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC.DIM</td>
<td>-6.136E-02</td>
<td>-7.443E-02</td>
<td>.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCES</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.906</td>
<td>.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESULTS</td>
<td>.705</td>
<td>-.152</td>
<td>-.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC HEALTH</td>
<td>-.778</td>
<td>-5.427E-02</td>
<td>.659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Table above reports the principal component analysis of the values associated with each program listed in Table A2 by participants.
Appendix

Table A1. Experiment Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Group Description (Location)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lower Middle Class retirees (San Ramón)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>White Collar workers (Casal San Ramon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Blue collar workers (Vallespir)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Middle class rural workers (Cubelles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Graduate students (Pompeu Fabra University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Higher Income Community Members (Sarrià)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Trade Union Affiliates (UGT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Working Class Mothers (Baix Guinardó)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A1 Example of a program

Program: BREAST CANCER

Expected Outcome: Mortality reduction by 15%

Description: Extension of a program to a risk population to treat breast cancer. It will be implemented by mailing it offers a biennial mammography to all women between 50 and 65 years.

Actual coverage: Currently it covers 15% of the population.

Table A2. Health care reference programs listed in advisory of the Catalan Health Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program and definition</th>
<th>(Values), Expected outcomes and Costs in millions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Breast Cancer: (Biennial Mammography to all women between 50 and 65 years old)</td>
<td>(Coverage 1.3) Mortality reduction by 15% Cost: 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Coordination between primary and specialised care (programmed meetings between GP’s and specialists)</td>
<td>(Quality 3.2.2 ) Improvement in patient experience and outcomes. Cost :100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Professional Integration of Medical Histories (Immediate access to the medical history of all patients)</td>
<td>(Quality 3.2.1) Efficacy and quality of care improvement Cost: 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Attention and User Information (Communication campaign on the existence of health care units)</td>
<td>(Accessibility 2.3) Access, information and user’s satisfaction improvement. Cost: 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. User Treatment (30 hour training program with all administrative personnel)</td>
<td>(Quality Process 3.2.5) Improvement in patient satisfaction Cost: 300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. **Medical Revision** (Volunteer medical revision for the whole population once every three years)  
   (Coverage 1.3) Early detection consultation on hypertension, alcoholism, gynaecological revisions, etc  
   **Cost: 500**

7. **Waiting Lists** (Reducing waiting lists in non-elective surgery)  
   (Accessibility 2.1) Reduction of waiting time from 240 to 120 days  
   **Cost: 700**

8. **Life styles** (Communication program on improving parental healthy habits)  
   (Public Health 4.1) Promotion of healthy life styles, improving communication and collaborations between parents and children.  
   **Cost: 100**

9. **Odontology** (Free provision up to 12 years of odontology services, currently only extractions covered)  
   (Coverage 1.4) Improvement of dental health  
   **Cost: 2000**

10. **Medicines Bonus** (An annual income adjusted bonus rather than a co-payment after).  
    (Social Dimensions 5.1) Improvement in equity. Nobody would pay more, but people with less income could value. Currently co-payment is 40% of the drug price and chronic illness 10%.  
    **Cost: 2000**

---

**Figure A2. Example of Value dimension exercise**

**Dentistry**

Provision of free dentistry services up to the age of 12. Includes annual check-ups, accidents and tooth fillings. Currently only extractions are covered and a dental plan exists to improve dental health and fluoridation.

**Expected Values:** Improvement in dental health, reduction of caries and extractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value(Rate on a 1 to 10 scale)</th>
<th>Health gain</th>
<th>Health service improvement</th>
<th>User satisfaction</th>
<th>Equity and social cohesion improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure A3. Example of the Value Identification Instrument**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified values</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services to the public health system provide to current and potential users: dental services, tests for breast cancer detention, periodic checks, vaccinations, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy or difficult for user to receive health services to which they are entitled: waiting lists, distance to health facilities, information about what to do and whom to contact.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human, material and technology in health care.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions under which medical services are provided: information, personal treatment, care and care received by the user.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Outcomes</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy of treatment received in improving the health and quality of life, reducing pain and disability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Health</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Services that the health system provides, or could provide, the entire population collectively: education, health promotion through the media or school, regulation and food hygiene.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Ethical and social dimensions</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social objectives to be met by a public health system, such as fairness, respect for dignity and freedom of choice, the right to be informed and decide for oneself on important issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>